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Purpose. To design and develop a tool for analysis of raw sequence read data from viral metagenomics experiments. The tool should compare read sequences of known viral nucleic acid sequence data and enable a user to attempt to determine, with some degree of confidence, what virus groups may be present in the sample.

Abstract. This project was conducted in two phases. In phase 1 we surveyed the literature and examined existing metagenomics tools to educate ourselves and to more precisely define the problem of analyzing raw read data from viral metagenomic experiments. In phase 2 we devised an approach and built a prototype code and database. This code takes viral metagenomic read data in fasta format as input and accesses all complete viral genomes from Kpath for sequence comparison. The system executes at the UNIX command line, producing output that is stored in an Oracle relational database. We provide here a description of the approach we came up with for handling un-assembled, short read data sets from viral metagenomics experiments. We include a discussion of the current MetaView code capabilities and additional functionality that we believe should be added, should additional funding be acquired to continue the work.

Background Information. Metagenomics analysis is a relatively new field within bio-informatics. For that reason, there are rather few tools available for analysis of metagenomic data, let alone data from viral metagenomics experiments in particular. The difficulties in analyzing bacterial metagenomics experiments are evident. Determining what organisms are present in a given sample (“library”) is like piecing together several (or more, perhaps by orders of magnitude) jig-saw puzzles in which the pieces have been thrown together. Compounding this problem is the dominance of species that may be completely unknown, and the reality we may only have sequence information for a tiny fraction of species from the highly diverse microbial world.

But these difficulties seem almost trivial in comparison to those faced by researchers trying to identify viruses. Viruses are intracellular parasites, meaning that they complete their life cycle within cells of microbes or higher organisms. It is estimated that each bacterial species may be infected by tens to hundreds of viral species—thus, the diversity within the viral world is enormous. Furthermore, virus taxonomy is by no means a mature science. Attempts to base viral taxonomy on morphology are confounded by the high frequency of lateral gene transfer among viruses. Although the ICTV virus taxonomy is today’s standard, alternate approaches to virus taxonomy are being developed. As an
alternate approach, the Rohwer lab, for example, is developing a new method based on clustering and identification of “signature” genes. However, it is often difficult even to identify a nucleic acid sequence as viral, because ~60% of viral sequences are completely novel, and many others resemble bacterial sequences. There are numerous obstacles to overcome in building a viral metagenomic analysis tool that will provide reliable and meaningful results. Our conclusion from the literature survey was that the tool we endeavored to build would represent a very partial solution to the problem of describing what known viral groups (at unspecified levels within the taxonomic hierarchy) may be detectable, but that the tool might find its greatest utility in the hands of a researcher wishing to survey the data from a particular angle.

The References section lists the research articles that were consulted for this background information. Additional notes regarding these references will be provided upon request.

Tools Review. The following tools were examined for their suitability in this project: PHACCS, Phage Proteomic Tree, Viral Genome Database, VirGen, NCBI virus database, ICTV virus taxonomy, JGI’s IMG, Rohwer lab tools (blast, cironspect, FastBlast, FastGroup, FastView, GetSequence, Mapping, Phage Database, SCUM). Notes regarding these reviews will be provided upon request.

System Overview. We decided to build a tool that would map individual sequence reads to specific virus groups. Each group would be defined by an NCBI reference sequence and a set of closely related complete viral genome neighbors, which we decided to call a “focus group”. A focus group corresponds roughly to the taxonomic levels of species, genus, or family, depending on the depth of representation of the refseqs in Genbank. We reasoned that individual reads too short to assemble, or comprising sequence from organisms with high rates of genomic variability, could not reasonably be mapped to individual genes of known organisms represented in Genbank. However, we reasoned that if among a large set of sequence reads, there were a preponderance of Blast hits to a given focus group, then one might postulate that a member of that focus group is present in the library. Fig. 1 illustrates the method we devised for approaching the problem of identifying the presence of a taxonomic group within a metagenomic sample, and breaks the development effort into 4 logical steps.

In step 1 we build the focus groups. Each complete genome is mapped to its closest refseq based on taxonomic proximity. The set of focus groups then comprise a set of blast databases against which viral metagenomic reads can be Blasted. Thus, a blast hit against a genome neighbor can be translated to its corresponding position on the reference sequence. The focus groups and their mappings are stored in the metaseq database. In step 2 we blast a set of viral metagenomic reads against the library of focus groups (i.e., against each genome sequence in each focus group). The results of these blasts are stored in the metaseq database. In step 3, we prepare various scripts for performing “canned” queries across the metaseq data set. Our relational schema was
designed to facilitate data mining in the sense that we provide the user the capability of gathering aggregate statistical data arising from the raw blast hit data. For example, the user might wish to determine which focus groups incurred the most hits to answer the question, “which virus groups may be most represented”; or s/he may wish to examine a particular focus group to determine the hit density (in depth or in breadth). Although the focus group is a kind of “pseudo taxon”, one could use the metaseq data set to transcend the taxonomic tree and sum up the hits within a given family, for example. Many such user-defined scenarios are possible, enabled by intelligent queries within our relational schema. In step 4 we provide a user-friendly web interface whereby the user could query using canned scripts, visualize results, and hyperlink to detailed information, successively drilling down all the way to individual blast hits, if desired.

In this project we implemented steps 1 and 2. Due to time/effort limitations, we recognized the functionality that we would have liked to implement, and we prioritized according. Below is specific information about what the tool does and does not do.

**System Design.**
1) Database. We designed and implemented an Oracle relational database called “metaseq” (Fig. 2) for holding MetaView results sets.
2) Software. The software base and components for the MetaView project were based upon a true Object Oriented Programming approach using software engineering techniques. The project is divided up into three sub packages, one of which serves as a subsystem to the other two packages. The subsystem called SimilaritySearch was designed to be a basal level and generic sequence comparison suite. Currently, the software suite supports BLAST as the only sequence search capability, but future search methods can be added to the SimilaritySearch package with minimal impact to existing code, if any. The other two software packages support the two principle functionality requirements of the MetaView project which are Mapping genome sequences to a reference sequence (MetaView::Map), and comparing metagenomic data against the pre-mapped genome sequence groups for coverage calculations (MetaView::Read).

For the MetaView::Map package, a key abstraction is the FocusGroup object which holds information about individual sequences that are related through proximity on the taxonomy tree at NCBI. In this package, there is a handler that serves as a proxy to this key abstraction, the SimilaritySearch package and the MetaView database client object for storing persistent data. The MetaView::Read package is designed in a similar manner but has one key difference. The members of the key abstraction in the MetaView:Read package, a MetaExperiment, can have its SimilaritySearch results associated with a FocusGroup object from the MetaView::Map package. This allows for the metagenomic comparison results to be queried faster for the Graphical User Interface to display the resultant data.
The software for a user interface presentation layer has not been developed outside of the initial test scripts used to verify functionality of the object oriented system.

**Source Codes.** The software has been installed globally under `/usr/local/bin` and can be used by PERL code with inclusion of a “use MetaView” statement.

**Capability.**

**What the prototype software does:**
- construct focus groups by associating each complete viral genome with its closest refseq
- process raw reads, mapping them onto genomes in the closest focus group
- store low-level blast information for all match analyses (focus group construction and sequence read mapping)
- implement an Oracle relational data store (although data are currently stored in Unix flat files)

**What the prototype software does not do:**
- extract genomes from NCBI (currently uses Kpath database)
- bundle multiple segments for segmented viruses
- read/write to the relational database
- synthesize low-level data to produce summary information (e.g., sequence read hit density (depth or breadth) per focus group)
- aggregate data below arbitrary node of focus group hierarchy
- present functionality by means of a user-friendly web interface there is no versioning

**Concluding Remarks.** In this project we studied the problem of viral metagenomic sequence read analysis and devised a reasonable approach to the annotation of un-assembled reads. In the time/effort allotted, we made good progress toward implementing a software and database that would be useful as a research tool. We have produced a prototype system that, with some additional development, could be deployed in viral metagenomic analysis. However, a the full utility that could be achieved would require a significant effort; we suggest that this tool could be presented as the basis for an expanded Tech-base or sponsor-funded project.

**References.**
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Fig. 1. Conceptual design for 4-phase development of MetaView software.
Fig. 2. Metaseq relational database schema.